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Book Descriptions:

Cuisinart food processor dlc-8e manual

Lastmanuals provides you a fast and easy access to the user manual CUISINART DLC8E. We hope
that this CUISINART DLC8E user guide will be useful to you. Pro Custom 11TM Food Processor.
DLC8S Series. For your safety and continued enjoyment of this product, always read the instruction
book carefully before using. Unplug from outlet when not i n use, before putting on or taking off
parts and before cleaning. Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter, or touch hot surfaces.
If the sausage is thin enough to fit in the small feed tube, use that tube. Otherwise, cut the sausage
into pieces to fit the large feed tube completely. Stand the pieces vertically, packing them in tightly
so they cannot tilt sideways. Put it in the freezer until it is semifrozen hard to the touch but easily
pierced with the tip of a sharp knife. Stand the pieces in the feed tube and apply light pressure to
the pusher. IMPORTANT Never try to slice soft cheese like Mozzarella or hard cheese like
Parmesan. Therefore, only attempt to shred Mozzarella or Parmesan when at the appropriate
temperature, otherwise the cheeses will not shred well or damage to the machine could occur. TYPE
OF CHEESE Soft. Brie, Camembert, ricotta, Liederkranz, cottage, cream exception
mozzarellaSemiSoft. Blue, Fontina, Bel PaeseSemiHard. Cheddar, Monterey Jack, Longhorn, Swiss,
Jarlsberg, Edam, Gouda, ProvoloneHard. Parmesan, Romano, Pecorino, SapsagoLiquid leaks from
bottom of bowl onto motor base Remove bowl from base as soon as you finish processing. When
bowl and blade are removed together, blade drops down and forms an almost perfect seal against
the bowl. Liquid leaks out between bowl and cover when machine is running You added too much
liquid. The thicker the liquid, the more you can use. Slices are uneven or slanted Pack feed tube
more carefully, as described on pages 16 and 17. Carrot, or similar food falls over in feed tube Cut
food into enough short pieces of equal height to fill feed
tube.http://www.aba67.free.fr/userfiles/how-to-manually-open-ports-in-internet-connection-firewall-in
-windows-vista.xml
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Cut carrots in half and insert one piece point down and the other stem down. Sliced or shredded
food piles up on one side of work bowl This is normal. A few pieces of food remain on top of slicing
or shredding disc This is normal. In most cases, you can shred more of the food by moving the large
pusher up and down, allowing the piece to be shredded, or by repositioning the piece in the feed
tube and reshredding it. Soft cheese like Mozzarella spreads out and collects on top of shredding
disc The cheese was not cold enough, or the pressure on the pusher was too hard. CLEANING AND
STORING Keep your food processor ready to use on the kitchen counter. Dont leave the pusher
assembly in locked position; this could damage the onoff mechanism.Lastmanuals, for instance, does
not offer a translation service. Please try again.Please try again.Please try again. Then you can start
reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer no Kindle device required. In order to
navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Register a free business account To calculate the overall star rating and
percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews
to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. David E. Woodruff 5.0 out of 5 stars It was a good
value, fairly priced and will be a handy reference for the machine I purchased at a local thrift store.
Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment.
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make
payment.http://ceramicus.ru/userfiles/how-to-manually-open-ports-in-internet-connection-firewall.xm
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For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU
member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab
Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods and will depend on when your payment
clears opens in a new window or tab. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens
in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new
window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab The item may have some signs of cosmetic
wear, but is fully This item may be a floor model or an item that has been returned to the seller after
a period of use. See the seller’s listing for full details and description of any imperfections. Contact
the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method to your location. Please enter
a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Sellers may be required to accept
returns for items that are not as described. Learn more about your rights as a buyer. opens in a new
window or tab Youre covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not
as described in the listing. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice
Norton Secured powered by Verisign. Just go to the home page and search under Entire Site for
DLC8S. I took my blades with me and they fit the new machine. DONT WASTE YOUR TIME AND
MONEY unless you find an old machine at a yard sale THE PARTS COSTS AS MUCH AS A NEW
MACHINE ON SALE. ees Login to post Or you can contact direct I think your best investment is to
get it fixed. I got one a few months ago on Ebay at a fraction of the cost of buying a new food
processor. Cuisinart parts are popular on Ebay.

Answer questions, earn points and help others. Saying no will not stop you from seeing Etsy ads, but
it may make them less relevant or more repetitive.Please update to the latest version. Both
registration and sign in support using Google and Facebook accounts. Escape will close this
window.Etsy may send you communications; you may change your preferences in your account
settings.Learn more Please Log in to subscribe.Register to confirm your address. You might not need
every tool for every procedure. The generation for this model can be identified by two switches
being located off to the right side when viewing the machine from the front. It is important to note
that the designator at the end of your model name do not matter for part selection, they only



indicate the various accessories that originally came with your food processor. As long as it is a
Cuisinart DLC8 and from the same generation the guides from this page should work. Important For
DLC8 models, there was a recall on riveted blades. By continuing to use our website, you agree to
our updated Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. We appreciated your patience, we are doing our best
to ship your orders on time. Please turn it on so that you can experience the full capabilities of this
site. You may withdraw your consent to receive emails at any time. Send a Houzz Gift Card. John Liu
9 years ago I am thinking about getting a Cuisinart food processor. Were the old ones built better,
more solid, better blades, more metal, or anything like that. Did the old ones have less safety
interlocks less would be good, as far as Im concerned. Are the new ones better designed, did they fix
weak spots I realize Robot Coupe makes many different models, but in general what is the
advantage, if any, for a home cook. This may sound silly, but isnt the opaque bowl of most Robot
Coupes an inconvenience. You cant see what consistency the food has achieved. To chop meat.

I dont own a stand mixer, so the food processor will be used for any dough tasks that it can manage.
As well as emulsions, sauces, pesto, nuts, etc. Hopefully it will be the last food processor I buy. And
it is rather light duty last time I made lobster bisque, I tried to grind up the shells and my Braun
could barely turn. The Cuisinart owner was a Frenchborn engineer as well as a cook and made many
of the changes himself. I actually have those and have been told by the replacement parts people to
keep them. One of my bowls went recently and I need to purchase another and they are obnoxiously
expensive and have IMO a bad design but those are the only replacements available. The Lexan
seems to fail after 30 years, which is reasonable. Also, whether they have a full set of disks with the
machine those were optional. The French Fry cutter is great for cutting brunoise fairly quickly
though that can depend on your knife skills. In not, Id go for an RC. Wouldnt buy a Cuisinart brand
now. I too have a DLC7 from the early 80s. The DLC8 and my Kitchenaid 5A were among the first
things I bought once I started earning a regular paycheck. About 2 years later, I gave the DLC8 to
my mother and got the DLC7. I bought the complete set of discs a couple of years later. There are
discs in the set which have never been used. After I die, they will probably end up on ebay. I found a
replacement on ebay, but as I was afraid that the FP would fail, I bought an entire new DLC7 as
backup. Of course my trusty original continues to chug away nearly 30 years since I got it. I use it
regularly, at least several times a week. It has some cracks around the top of the motor, but I still
use the original blades. But between the two theres only one operable bowl and food chute. The
older chute survived better than the one with the small round pusher. But I really do need one new



bowl and top assembly. I cant imagine anything working as well as the 7.

http://myseattlecarpetcleaning.com/images/consolidated-communications-router-manual.pdf

Though I havent tried the newest Robot Coupe,which gets great reviews on chow hound. Only the
plug is worn. These are such wonderful friends and lifelong kitchen companions. Little wonder I
have so little patience with what we should accept as ok in the kitchen today. Its pretty cool with the
Sabatier serrated blade. I thought it might be a bit dull and took it to get sharpened and the guy said
it was still plenty sharp. I think the only difference between the RC1A and the RC2000 is the year
they were made theyre both 7 cups. So because I thought the RC1A was a 14 cup but wasnt, I was
looking at the DLC7s because I really wanted a larger machine I already have a Cuisinart DLC 5
which is a 7 cup model made in Japan and works great and the DLC7s are 14 cups, and ended up
now with a DLC7M, and DLC Super Pro. My family thinks Ive flipped out because I was on ebay
looking and bidding on these for 3 months. I told them Im collecting processors. Well actually, the
1st ebay purchase DLC7 Super Pro arrived damaged. I havent yet used the DLC7 but am looking
forward to trying rococogurls choux paste!! Thanks again for the fun read. I have a Cuisinart from
1979 model CFP 9 made in France. Originally, the processor came with a work bowl that had a
column in the middle that held the shaft for the slicing disks. In the early 1980s Cuisinart recalled
the work bowl and disks and sent out replacements. The replacement disks had a removable shaft. I
have tried to use these disks and shaft with the new work bowl, but they are too tall so that the work
bowl lid will not fit tightly enough to engage the motor. The slicing blades are DCL8 DCL837 and
DCL844. I am a bit on the analytical side, and research everything more then I need to before I buy
it. I have found this thread an AWESOME education. I was looking to get a Food Processor and non
plused by most of the crappy models I have seen in the stores.
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As I was looking through here I remembered my parents had given me a food processor around the
time my wife and I were married, but I didnt think it worked as I had tried once to get it to go and it
would do nothing. They had bought two at Tuesday Morning, and had one also but it sat in the
garage as my mom was just too old fashioned to use it. Well after reading here and elsewhere I
started to doubt myself. Perhaps mine wouldnt budge because the safety mechanism wasnt properly
engaged. I reopened the one they had given me and sure enough the safety mechanism was sorta
jammed, and after a little monkeying with it.everything clicked and it whirred quiet and content, and
now doesnt jam at all. It may be made in China but the motor sounds very good. I am rather
impressed with it and how it sounds compared to the newer ones out now. This is probably a model
from about 10 years ago. The best part is even if this motor isnt as great as the Japanese ones.I have
TWO of these! so if one fizzles I got a back up. I have repaired motors on power tools before so I also
feel pretty good about working on them should the need arise. I also know a little bit about motors,
and honestly made in China or not, this appears to be pretty decent. Will all disks for 11 and 7 cup
work. I need to know what to look for on Ebay thrift stores etc. I noted on the website all the blades
for mine said 7 or 11 cup food processors. Also is there anywhere that SHOWS the results of using
different blades. I am a visual person, and wish the blades would show a picture of their handy work.
Would help me decide which I need. Also how do you keep veggies at a 90 degree angle on the
blades.People joke about those things but man their awesome for making quick and dirty cuts
without overly cutting stuff like a processor can. Would use that as a guide or call their customer
care. After the company was sold to Con Air no idea clear what happened with blades.

The best set was for the DLC 7, with the removeable stems. There are 2mm thin, 4 mm regular and 6
mm thick slicer 8 mm extra thick slicing discs. There is a 6 mm French fry disc and a 2 mm julienne
disc. Also medium and fine shredding discs. These were also sold in a set with a plastic holder. The
Japanese made DLC 7 had the most accessories. Why I hold onto those. But the lids are not
interchangeable so it can be tricky. Always buy bowls and lids together. Best to pack chute tightly so
nothing twists. If you need to cut less, observe which way the disc rotates, then pack against the side
of the chute opposite the direction of the blade rotatation keeps the food in place. Otherwise,
centrifugal force cause things to twist on top of the disc as it cuts. Pressure on the pusher needs to
be even. It just takes a bit of practice as the machine works so quickly. Do any Cuisinart blades fit. I



find the RC replacement blades from professional supply stores ridiculously expensive. Any guidance
appreciated! Robot Coupe and Cusinart blades are not interchangeable. I agree about the cost of
replacement parts.I do have a Cuisinart, but its the RC1 made by Robot Coupe in France, so its the
old one, referred to by you in your first post. I have a couple of the DLC 10 blades plastic and metal
that do work in it, but the shredder and slicer blades on the posts are the ones Im curious about. Will
those DLCs not fit The 10 was made in Japan. He kept tweaking each new model.The other
complaint I heard was about the slicing discs having finger holes to help lift on and off, and they got
rid of those because food was falling through. I do make bread in it sometimes, and was thinking
about the 12 cup, but I dont want problems. Are they interchangeable with a CFP 5. Work bowel Im
not having any luck finding a bowl and wonder if I read correctly that there is a newer model
Cusinart DLC7 and that bowl will fit. Did I read that right John Lui.

https://www.optionassurance.ca/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16288
7fdf9a3e2---canadian-army-cadet-training-manual.pdf

Can anybody else confirm that Available on Ebay quite often although usually previously used. Ive
had the DLC7 since the early 80s and it still works great. I found a DLC7 Super Pro at a garage sale
recently. I really wanted it for the replacement bowl. I got it home and it works great. My old 7
seems to have a larger feed tube shaped differently too than the Super Pro. Other than that, I dont
know the difference. I have a SuperPro, on the bottom it says 6 amps, which works out to 720 watts,
6 amps X 120 volts, is your regular DLC 7 other than 6 amps My DLC7 shows the same volts and Hz
as the SuperPro, but shows 560 watts.doesnt show amps. Also, my mistake feed tubes are the same.
It does seem that the older DLC7 is heavier. Now I need to justify having two food processors taking
up real estate lol! I had an original 1970s Cuisinart, which I replaced with a DLC7 made in Japan in
the 80s. I acquired some stem and removeable stem disc, and I used it so much it was yellowing and
even acquired a melt spot being too close to a stove pan. This bothered me aesthetically, so I bought
a new DLC7 Custom which has served me well with all the previous various discs. In moving
recently, I discovered the old Japan DLC7 and was just about to sell it for peanuts until I read this
blog info. I think I will keep my old one if for no other reason than it is better than the new ones, if I
ever need a back up. It seems whats old is new again! I am not sure what to do with it as I have a
newer one and a new KitchenAid Pro mixer. My kitchen is full of appliances!! Any suggestions other
than ebay for rehoming this for a great price. If anyone has interest, plmk. Apologies if this question
is out of bounds. thx The one on eBay is in worse condition than the one I owned. Does anyone have
any ideas of other sources to replace my machine Thanks. Perhaps your local cookware store like
WS or SLT could point you toward a vintage source.

dienlanhhaiphong247.com/upload/files/74x-series-calibration-manual.pdf

And there is always persisting on eBay setting up an alert and waiting for the right unit to show up.
Insurance might cover but the deductible is high. Ill keep searching. Very informative discussion. I
have a CFP 5A and need to find a replacement shredder blade. These had a fixed stem on them. Is
there any suitable replacement that is not the original part. They are very difficult to find. Thanks for
any help you can give! It is an RC 2000. The bowl started fitting very tightly and this week broke
around the handle. I called robot coupe parts and they said they only carry commercial parts. I still
have all the parts that came with it and hate to get rid of it Any suggestions. Is there a market on
eBay if I cant find a bowl I am interested in your old dlc7. Wish I had seen this earlier. It has a 2
piece pusher which I hate.These are available on Ebay with the pusher I prefer I have contacted
Cuisinart and searched the internet, but cannot find the replacement parts I need. Set up a Saved
Search and have it email you when something gets listed. Eventually, everything and anything turns
up on eBay. You cant lose anything. I couldn’t find a replacement anywhere so bought a new one.
That was 5 years ago and I haven’t had a problem. I have a cracked but functional one I could send
you. Anyway the bowl and lid are so close to completely breaking. Cracks like crazy. Anyone know
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where I can get a replacement that fits I have the same model and would LOVE a new bowl or two.
Good luck finding one! It was made in France. I love it and I would never replace it with a new
model. Mine is made from solid metal and it is a workhorse. I once wanted a replacement blade
which found on Ebay. Hang on to thee vintage models! I have followed all the leads on replacement
bowls, to no avail. Am I correct that the Cuisinart CFP 5 or CFP 9 bowl should fit too Cant find a
replacement. Mine was made in France by Robot Coupe.

Will one of the Robot Coupe blades work for my cuisinart and if so, which one If someone was selling
a base with a burned out motor, I perhaps could just buy the plastic housing from them. It comes off
easily with just 5 screws and is much lighter to ship without the motor. But these models are so well
built, I dont know if a motor has ever burned out on anyone. I have an older CFP5a model, very
functional and though Im the original owner from the early 90s I just started using it. I just bought a
DLC7 at an estate sale this morning complete with all optional accessory blades. John Liu, your
comparison from years ago of the two units is supremely helpful, thank you!! But if I were buying
new today, Id purchase a Breville. I am looking for a replacement work bowl.I’ve enjoyed it for over
35 years but am in need of a new work bowl. Not impressed with new models, cuisinart or other
brands. Any ideas Read This First By Mitchell Parker Save money, time and space by learning to
separate the helpers from the hassles Full Story 272 FUN HOUZZ Don’t Be a Stickybeak — and
Other HomeRelated Lingo From Abroad By Mitchell Parker Need to hire a contractor or buy a
certain piece of furniture in the U.K. or Australia Keep this guide at hand Full Story 405 KITCHEN
DESIGN Houzz Call What’s Cooking in Your Kitchen. By Stacy Briscoe Most of us turn to recipes,
videos and culinary shows when we cook. Where do you set your cookbook, tablet or TV screen.

Full Story 113 KITCHEN DESIGN 9 Questions to Ask When Planning a Kitchen Pantry By Susan
Redman Avoid blunders and get the storage space and layout you need by asking these questions
before you begin Full Story 187 DECLUTTERING Foolproof Ways to Declutter Your Kitchen By Kat
Bern If you find yourself fumbling through cupboards to find what you’re looking for, it’s time to
take action with these simple steps Full Story 176 Guest Picks Cookie and Kates Cooking Essentials
By Kate Cooking blogger Kate shares her top 20 durable and nontoxic tools for the kitchen Full
Story 6 LIFE Surprising Ways to Pare Down at Home By Laura Gaskill All those household items you
take for granted. You might not need them after all. Something went wrong. View cart for details. All
Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by
Verisign. Something went wrong.Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in
a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an
EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab
Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Learn more opens in a new window or tab
Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more
opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab The item may have some
signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully operational and functions as intended. This item may be a floor
model or store return that has been used.

See the seller’s listing for full details and description of any imperfections. Contact the seller opens
in a new window or tab and request a postage method to your location. Please enter a valid
postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. If you dont follow our item condition policy
for returns, you may not receive a full refund. Refunds by law In Australia, consumers have a legal
right to obtain a refund from a business if the goods purchased are faulty, not fit for purpose or dont
match the sellers description. More information at returns. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement,



Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. We will get back to you in 24
hours. Thank you. Close Feedback Found a bug. Suggestions Copyright Need help. Business
Development General inquiry Email address optional A message is required Message required.
Cuisinart DLC016GTX food processor flat bowl cover with cap. The Cuisinart DLC005AGTX1 Work
Bowl, 14 cup fits models DFP14N DFP14BCWN DFP14BWN DFP14BCNR DLC7 DFP14BCN DLC7E
DLC7FSP DLC7SP DLC7P PR Cuisinart recall How to return your food processors faulty blades.Its a
bestseller, but is it the best choice for you. Cuisinart DFP14BCNY 14Cup Food Processor Brushed
Stainless Cuisinart DLC019ATX MP14N DFP14N DFP14BCN MP14 DLC7E DLC7FPC DLC7M
DLC7SP Get The Latest Cuisinart At Bloomingdales. Shop Now! Cuisinart DLC7 Super Pro Food
Processor manual. A gridtastic publication with clean photography and Cuisinart DLC7 Super Pro
Food Processor manual. Find best value and selection for your Cuisinart Food Processor DLC 7FPC
Preparation Center search on eBay. Worlds leading marketplace. Cuisinart DLC7 SUPER PRO
Duration 033. SignsofGod1 1,762 views. Cuisinart Commercial Food Processor DLCXPN Demo Video
Duration 543.

Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled food processors and contact Cuisinart to
receive a free replacement Cuisinart Recalls Food Processors Due to Save Manual Cuisinart Dlc 8
Plus Replacement Parts.pdf Despite the difficulties, hydrogenic gothic connects oxidizer. For
breakfast, the British prefer oatmeal and corn Save Manual Cuisinart Dlc 8 Plus Replacement
Parts.pdf Despite the difficulties, hydrogenic gothic connects oxidizer.Reload to refresh your session.
Reload to refresh your session.


